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Dynamix Finance is proud to share with our community, the rst token created with an
evolving algorithm based on token events. As a DeFi token, Dynamix works on a smart
contract that takes care of automatically changing taxes: Increased Rewards, Reduced
Sell tax and Scalable Buyback and burn.
Dynamic rewards have increased from 2% to 8% according to the number of holders.
Selling fees have decreased from 17% to 5% according hold time, and also with the
buyback and burn system.
The Dynamix Token has an intelligent algorithm to adjust the di erent transaction
taxes. Rather than setting xed taxes, which ultimately causes problems or are not fair
play, our smart contract automatically and smartly adjusts purchase / sales taxes.
For example, the rate of rewards increases automatically according to the number of
holders, allowing to receive an amount of reward always constant despite the number
of holders. Another example, the more you hold, the more rewards you receive but the
more the sales tax will be reduced.
All these ratios are managed automatically, developers do not have access to
change the variables of the di erent taxes in our smart contract.
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"With Dynamix Token, the ratio of rewards increases with the number of holders, in
order to remain constant for the holders"
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LONGER HOLD = LOWER SALES FEES
If you hold your tokens ...
Less than a week
17% SELL Fees
1 week to 1 month 14% SELL Fees
1 month to 6 months 8% SELL Fees
6 months and more 5% SELL Fees

DYNAMIC BUYBACK
We have set up a BUYBACK system, based on the number of TOKENs sold, The
higher the number of tokens sold, the higher the BUYBACK will be. At each sale
transaction, the buyback system is triggered to buy the tokens sold. The smart
contract automatically calculates the purchase percentage in order to maintain the
price of the token. Tokens purchased via buyback are burned and will no longer be in
circulation.
TOKENOMICS
1 QUADRILLION TOKENS
DxSale PreSale: 45%
PancakeSwap: 32%
DxSale Fees: 11%
Burned: 12%
Team: 0%
Symbol: DYNA
Initial Value: 1 BNB = 750 Billion DYNA
Type: BEP20
Address: 0x0289354f50c73f47448D081A187Ea94b81B3b1Bf
FEES DISTRIBUTION
Buy and Sell Fees are completely dynamic, the Rewards are changed according to the
number of holders, while the sales tax decreases according to the time you hold
Buy Fees 12%
There is 12% tax on purchase transactions. These 12% are distributed on Rewards,
Marketing costs and the Development team.
The percentage of Rewards increase according to the number of holders, reducing the
share for marketing costs and the development team.
Sell Fees 17% to 5%. The sales tax ranges from 5 to 17%. This tax is used to BuyBack
+ Burn and another part for marketing costs
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For more information please visit www.dynamix. nance
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[Disclaimer: Readers should do their own research about all digital assets and brands mentioned by
Gokhshtein Media. The content shown here is educational information only and should not be
considered nancial advice, or direction to buy, trade or invest in any products or cryptocurrencies. The
data and news shared here does not re ect the opinions, policies of Gokhshtein Media or the laws
regulating brands such as mentioned above. Any action made by persons based on this information is
done at their own risk.]

